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In spite of all sophistication that modernity has imparted to the nation 

(democracy and technological revolution included) the fate of oral singers 

seems to be at stake put against the emerging capitalistic milieu of thoughts. 

Oral singers face a dire uncertainty about their lives and traditions in the 

contemporary India. For livelihood, they are made to sell away their past and 

memory. For the sheer sake of research, we sound-tape oral performances 

and sometimes even transform taped oral performances into texts.  

I look at theoretical enterprises mostly as attempts that get, perhaps 

unwittingly, confined in the limits of a University discussion panel. Very 

sadly, the drive for reputation arising from such panels has cut down the 

vigour in explorations of actual realities from the part of academia. Oral 

society is the society of context, not of text, for obvious reasons. People are 

always in context, they live in a kind of extended present, even when 

referring to events that occurred in the past. Their survival depends on shared 

experience. That is the context. To keep that context alive, they ritualize it 

and re-enact it, which is a way for a collective to remember. It should also be 

made a point that in oral culture itself all interpretation is in a certain sense 

ad-hoc, and essentially dialogic, an oral exchange about an oral utterance or 

oral utterances. 

In sum, this paper seeks to envisage the changes that take place when an oral 

performance is transformed into another form i.e. when an oral/folk song gets 

transformed into a recorded form or a text. I also wish to evince how the 

market logics are easily taking over and rendering invisible most of these 

genuine specimens from the actualities of living. 

 

 

At present there exists a considerable corpus of substantially relevant theories to 

circumscribe oral cultural modalities, and one has to acknowledge the efficient frames 

they have supplied to understand (if not explain away) oral traditions. The essentially 

pragmatic approaches followed in this paper however differ from these frameworks of 

holistic theorization. I look at theoretical enterprises mostly as attempts that get, perhaps 

unwittingly, confined in the limits of a University discussion panel. Very sadly, the drive 

for reputation arising from such panels has cut down the vigour in explorations of actual 

realities from the part of academia. More, the market logics are easily taking over and 

rendering invisible most of the genuine specimens that embody the actualities of living. 

Music industry that lifts profusely from folk rhythms could be a case in point. Rustom 

Bharucha (2007), offers a detailed study of the exploitation by the music industry of the 
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folk ensemble singers; however, it fails to explain the multiple implications of this 

phenomenon. 

With the emerging capitalistic milieu of popular culture the fate of oral cultural 

singers in India seems to be on the wane. Oral singers are very much uncertain about 

their lives. They cannot predict as of now what is going to befall their traditions and lore. 

In Things Fall Apart, Chinua Achebe sensitively portrays the tragedy of the character of 

the Igbo oral singer Unoka. It is well evident in the story that even though Unoka was a 

skilled artist who was “very good on his flute” and who could “sing with his whole 

being” was, nevertheless, regarded by his fast-modernizing society as a “failure”. This is 

reflective of their common fate in many postcolonial scenarios - a situation in which the 

oral singers hope as if in a time warp, for a utopian revelation where every artist gets 

democratic footing along with financial assistance to sustain their livelihood. 

Let us come back to the point that I was discussing before, regarding the music 

industry. Usually the popular music industry gathers folk singers from any random place 

- the only condition is the singers must be well-versed in the form. They are asked to sing 

songs on an hourly basis. Adaptations of Rajasthani and Telugu songs are thus archived 

properly. Several songs of the oral cultural musician Goreti Venkanna had been adapted 

into the Telugu film industry. Original Rajasthani folk songs have been freely adapted to 

Bollywood films. There were lawsuits in this regard in 2010. Adaptations of a very 

famous oral cultural song “nimbuda...nimbuda'' was thus in focus at that time. The artists 

are paid nominally, but the company cashes in a large-scale sale out of them. In other 

words, the original talent is underpaid and overexploited. Moreover, these singers or 

composers are completely unaware of the actual bond under which they sell their cultural 

heritage for one-time cash. They are also unaware of the royalty which they should be 

getting as part of their contract. In the modern day scenario virtually all mainstream 

industries are particular about copyrights of their songs so that they do not get translated 

or replicated elsewhere without their sole permission. However, it is evident that this 

copyright act is just a namesake, as we often see many singers complaining that their 

tunes get re-used in other contexts of which they are completely ignorant. This seems to 

be common when it comes to Indian television serials: often the same song or tune gets 

repeated in different serials without informing the original composers. Moreover, there 

are some companies who buy the original songs as part of contract with the composers 

for one-time benefit or as a royalty programme in which the composers will be getting 

their share regularly (it may be 20%, 25% or 30% etc.) depending upon the contract. But 

it is agonizing to see how sometimes these companies make extra benefit by selling the 

same thing to some other companies and in this case not even giving any share to the 

original composers. There are endless other means from which a company may cash in 

huge benefits. Modern day examples would be caller tunes, FM radio and ringtones 

where the company gets a share for the number of times the song gets played. This 

contract can differ in terms of weekly, monthly or yearly contract as well. The modern 

day singers are not ignorant of these facts but what the illiterate folk singers generally 

are. If not, it is high time to know about these burning facts. There is even more to this: 

According to Rustom Bharucha there are instances when the folk singers are exhorted to 

tune up the original rhythm and lyrics to suit the current public taste. Taking the misery 

of a vagabond life as the concession, and at the prospect of earning some extra money, 
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the song or the chant is recorded over in another format. This obviously results in the loss 

of the original notations forever. Plus, the morphing of a tradition that has lived for long 

in the tongue and voice of a community (and, only there) suddenly gets obliterated. A 

painful twist to the tunes, that they have long held dear, mean much more to them which 

the mainstream community that is inescapably addicted to print and recordings can 

fathom. For livelihood, they are made to sell away their past and memory. The dire 

situation thus resulting should disturb the cultural observers, every individual who holds 

memories and partake histories, and especially those that are concerned with  critical 

humanities as to what would be their role in redressing this violation and loss.  

There are other problems as well. Studies in the ethnography of speech or in the 

mass media of today show how intricate the interaction between verbal utterance and 

nonverbal context can be. Walter Ong (1995) states that:  

Although limited in a given instance by given exigencies, 

“context” as such for interpreting words can reach out indefinitely in space 

and in time, proximate or distant, which envelopes the present and which 

the present envelopes. Etymologies, for example, grounding the use of 

given words, can always be extended further. They can be historically 

bottomless, which is not at all to say inaccurate or uninformative.  (6) 

Ong is right in pointing out that the information they supply is simply 

never total. He further states that “There can be, and are, always further roots 

remaining to be accessed beneath those that etymology has bared” (6) 

For the purpose of research, we sound-tape an oral performance and sometimes 

even transform the taped performance into texts. This is perhaps to come back and take a 

glimpse of the performance for our selfish motives (perhaps analyzing and interpretation) 

to which we can return by close reading of the text. However, in the oral world this seems 

to be an impossible task for one cannot return to a live oral performance (one can but 

only through their senses and memory). Ong
 
is once again right in pointing out that, 

“Although the acoustic tape can recreate the sound, it cannot bring back the total 

existential situation in which the performance initially lived: this total real situation that 

defines orality of course eludes recovery” (9). This quote perhaps sums up the almost 

spiritual and elusive rarity of the oral society when it is cast against the onslaught of 

modern tools or machines which distances human beings from the actualities of living. 

It should also be pointed out that in oral culture itself all interpretation is in a 

certain sense ad-hoc, and essentially dialogic1. In an Oral culture, utterance is deeply 

embedded in context rather than being susceptible to any extensive analytic explanation 

into such extra-contextual phenomena as textual cultures make possible (in their oral as 

well as in their textual performance). The meaning of a word is validated by no textual or 

                                                           
1
 By ‘Dialogic’, I refer to the concept of Bakhtin according to whom there is no fixed 

meaning to anything. It simply transcends borders. For example, if we look for a meaning 

of any particular word in a dictionary, the word leads to some other meaning and the 

process continues to refer to something else. In another word there is no signified. There 

is merely a free ‘play’ of signifiers. 
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other record, but simply by its actual use over time in given situations and/or with 

gestures and other nonverbal signifiers.  According to Ong (1995):  

You knew what the word meant from the way you had heard it 

embedded in usage, that is, in nonverbal context, perhaps mingled with the 

verbal context of other words accompanying it. There were no definitions, 

no records of how the word had previously been used and there was no 

way to “look it up”—“look up” was an “empty” expression, totally 

meaningless and incomprehensible in purely oral culture. Nor was there 

any way to retrieve earlier oral uses of the word in their fuller verbal and 

nonverbal contexts. Each person assessed the meaning of each word by 

interpreting the context in which he or she encountered the word (10). 

The principal interface between self and world in the oral society is the physical 

body. The whole body talks, the whole body remembers, the whole body of everybody 

takes part in the body politic. Oral society is the society of context, not of text, for 

obvious reasons. People are always in context, they live in a kind of extended present, 

even when referring to events that occurred in the past. They revere their ancestors who 

showed them the operating rules of their principal reference, God(s), the first and the 

fundamental context. Their survival depends on shared experience. That is the context. 

To keep that context alive, they ritualize it and re-enact it, which is a way for a collective 

to remember. Oral societies, having to rely on verbal memory have been more or less 

obliged to live in a world in which the body has to do the job of remembering, and they 

have to keep re-enacting the past. They do not study the past, they simply make it 

present.  

Theatre and drama in India have now evolved into film and video entertainment 

phenomena. Indeed, even as the written poem (or play, or novel) exists and is transmitted 

and perpetuated in print, the oral songs and rituals, like all oral works of art and their 

dramatic derivatives, do exist and is transmitted and perpetuated in performance. 
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